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Minority Representation
On SGA Still An Issue
Administration Proposes To
Level Boardwalk & Park Place
BY JENNIFER MCCRARY
News Writer
The Board of Trustees will
arrive at Trinity on January 19
and Director of Facilities Plan-
ning Jon Wooley plans to have a
proposal for new facilities ready.
Boardwalk and Park Place will
be leveled. The proposal will
contain plans for a new resi-
dence hall on Vernon Street in
the location where the dorms
stand. The proposal is being
drafted by the Facilities Plan-
ning committee, whose mem-
bers include Dean Winer and
SGA President Liz Platt.
The Committee has begun
work on a survey to distribute
to the student body. The pur-
pose of this survey is to gather
information on the pros and cons
concerning living arrangements
in residence halls. The ques-
tions will primarily focus on
room setup and capacity.
The survey, which is still
only in rough draft form is ac-
cording to Wooley "going to be
distributed in about a week."
He hopes to get response back
from students before the Christ-
mas break. Wooley is also plan-
ning on having informational
meetings if everything goes as
planned. "It will be a lot like the
Mather project, with students
giving us input and reactions to
different ideas."
The new residences would
be built on the Northside of
Vernon Street, probably replac-
ing the sub standard Boardwalk
and Park Place. The building of
these facilities also provides an
opportunity for looking into the
building of student social space.
The survey will include ques-
tions concerning students needs
and desires for social opportu-
nities. This social space could
either be built into the new resi-
dence or in a separate adjacent
facility.
Wooley hopes for the
project to get underway after
the Trustees meeting in Janu-
ary, but wants to emphasize that
"it is in no way definite." He
sees this as an enormous oppor-
tunity andsimply wants to work
his hardest to ensure a gain in a
new structure for the College.
"It is much more economically
viable to start over and build
new residences than to try and
renovate the existing structure."
If the project is approved it
would take between 12 and 18
months to build the new resi-
dences. The building process is
still far away in the mind of
Wooley and the working com-
mittee. "Right now, we are just
trying to get information from
the students and, in January,
from the Trustees." The project
is still in the developmental
phase and Wooley hopes to
have a large positive response
tfromthe survey to present to
the Physical Plant Committee




' The creation of seven new
minority seats has stimulated sig-
nificant debate about the mode
of representation within the Stu-
dent Government Association's
(SGA) structure. Vice President
of Finance Jim Moodie '96, and
Parliamentarian Mick Nardelli
'97 sponsored a motion on No-
vember 28th, calling for the cre-
ation of a new branch of the SGA
and the elimination of all "spe-
cial-interest seats" effective Fall
1995.
Currently, there are three
branches of the SGA: the Budget
Committee which allocates mon-
eys from the Student Activities
Fee, the Trinity College Activi-
ties Council which plans social
programming for the student
body, and the Senate which ad-
dresses and makes policy deci-
sions which affect student life.
The Steering Board of the SGA
oversees the functioning of these
branches.
This new branch would be
called the Minority Affairs Coun-
cil (MAC). The purpose of the
Council would be to provide a
voice for "any recognized orga-
nization which feels that their
ideological, cultural, or political
agenda is not being represented
by the SGA." According to
Moodie, this was carefully
phrased such that "'minority'
does not always imply 'racial
minority.'"
The Chair of the MAC would
be awarded a voting seat on both
theSenateandtheSteeringBoard.
In order to maintain that all vot-
ing seats within SGA are elected
by the student body, the elec-
tion of the Chair of the MAC
•will coincide with the election
of other 1995-96 SGA officers in
the Spring of 1995. However,
the MAC has the right to ap-
prove nominations for the chair.
If a student is not approved by
the MAC, he may petition the
SGA to still be included on the
ballot. With an approval of iwo-
thirds of the Senate, his name
will still appear on the ballot,
despite MAC's disapproval.
In order for the morion to
amend the SGA constitution, a
two-thirds affirmative vote was
required. The motion barely
passed, 23-11-2.
Moodie, one of the authors
of the motion, said that this mo-
tion was created in response to
the SG A's belief that "giving out
seats to represent the interests
of those factions of the campus
that don't feel represented was
not curing the problem. Beyond
that, it is not democratic; it de-
feats the purpose of an elective
process; it gives weight to one
ideology over others. So this
motion will eliminate that men-
tality that some ideas have more
weight than other ideologies."
Moodie went on to empha-
size the fact that the Chair is a
member of the Steering Board,
thereby "guaranteeing that the
minority's interests will be
heard."
Critics of the plan are con-
cerned about the "slow evolu-
tion towards 'group representa-
please turn to page 7
Sexual Assault Case Resolved
The Dean of Students Office received one report of
sexual assault in the past two months. The incident of the
alleged unwanted sexual contact involved students and
was adjudicated in the Dean of Students Office. The pen-
alties imposed were censure and removal from the dormi-
tory. Additionally, the students will receive counseling
from the Sexual Assault Crisis Counselor. Boardwalk and Park Place are two of the dorms which may be torn down to make
room for new construction.
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No Confidence
NCE AGAIN, the Student Government Association has proven itself to be
incompetent. The body's justification for governance is that it is well
I informed and representative of the student population. However, it
seems to be neither well informed nor representative, thus failing both qualifica-
tions.
Last night, the SGA voted to oppose mandatory computer ownership for
students. More important than the decision was the manner in which it was
reached. The SGA's rationale for opposing mandatory ownership was primarily
based upon fiscal misconceptions.
A vast majority of the Senators' statements demonstrated a general igno-
rance of the financial situation of the College. Senators claimed that financial aid
would be unable to support mandatory computer purchases without increasing
the financial burden on students and their families. However, Director of
Financial Aid Anne Zartarian has said that it is unlikely that requiring computer
ownership would lead to significant changes in Financial Aid.
While many of the Senators declared that money would not be available,
members of the College's Financial Affairs committee stated just the opposite.
The Senators also chose to ignore the fact that once every student has a computer,
a significant savings would be realized from decreased demand for public labs.
Even more importantly, several alumni have expressed an interest in financially
supporting aid packages that would assist students in purchasing a computer.
This was not brought out at the SGA meeting either, as debate closed before all
the facts had been vocalized. Instead, the Senators acted in haste to adjourn for
their wine and cheese reception.
This is not the first time that the SGA has engaged in ill-informed debate, and
it will surely not be the last. It is disheartening to observe the representative body
of the students wasting their time making decisions based on false presumptions.
Remember how hastily the SGA acted on the keg ban? No more than one week
later, they had to rescind the motion which they had so enthusiastically sup-
ported because it was not feasible.
For the SGA to maintain respect among its constituents and among the
community, it must act more responsibly when making decisions. Maybe this
decision was made without careful and complete examination because the vote
didn't mean anything in the larger picture. The real work on this issue will take
place within trustee committees.
If this vote was really a dog and pony show, then it makes sense that the body
wasn't concerned with getting all of the facts. Everyone knows that when
meaningful decisions on this campus are made, they are not made by SGA. If the
SGA wants to obtain more deciding power over student affairs on campus, then
it should earn it by demonstrating that it can competently handle its current
responsibilities.
J.L.B. A.P. J.V.E.
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The last three and a half years have
brought major changes to The Trinity
Tripod. When I first arrived on campus,
The Tripod was headed up by Rick
Zednik, and the office had broken furni-
ture, holes in the walls, one computer,
and a lousy printer that was slower than
Trinity's post office. I believe the first
paper that I saw was "Winer, Kelly Praise
Handling Of Weekend Incident." At the
time, I wasn't sure who David Winer or
Brian Kelly were, but I figured it'd come
with time.
In my time spent on The Tripod,
we've had our share of ups and downs,
and we've encountered just about every
The office was marched
upon, broken into, and
even flooded.
challenge under the sun. Working as
editor-in-chief has been an experience in
many aspects, but it has mostly taught
me about management of a staff, and
communication in an office environment.
There are few rewards for working on
our staff. We can't offer credit, and no-
body gets paid. Many people view writ-
ing articles as an evil almost comparable
to dasswork. Keeping the staff happy
and energetic is a delicate balancing act.
Deadlines have to be followed, or else
the paper won't get done.
On the other hand, if you pester a
staff member too much, they might quit.
On occasions, you actually have to beg
an editor to finish their section, or write
an article. On a campus of this size,
everyone is involved in a collection of
activities, and The Tripod is just one of
them.
We've made it through tough times,
and always managed to pull together a
staff of competent people and get a prod-
uct out the door. We've dealt with angry
students, staff, faculty, cults, unions, and
more. Internally, we've struggled with
libel, slander, racism, plagiarism, and
free speech. The office was marched
upon, broken into, and even flooded. A
collection of "alternative" publications
have come and gone, placing a further
strain on our staff.
In the last two years. World & Na-
tion, Dialogue, and the Metro-Hartford
sections have been eliminated, under the
auspices that if we can't produce sec-
tions with original and legitimate con-
tent, we might as well not bother.
Many times, we question why it is
Policy Concerning Letters
To The Editor:
•Please Note: The Tripod is pub-
lished every Tuesday while classes are in
session. Letters to 77K Tripod must be
received by 5:00 PM on the Friday preced-
ing publication. The letter should be ad-
dressed to the Editor, not a particular indi-
vidual. No unsigned or anonymous let-
ters will be printed, although names may
be withheld if so requested after a signa-
ture. The Trinity Tripod will not publish
any letter deemed by the Editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or per-
sonality.
All letters are the sole responsibility
of the authors and do not necessarily re-
flect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
Please limit letters to a length of five-hun-
dred words. The Trinity Tripod reserves
the right to edit all letters for clarity and
brevity.
Letters may be submitted to The Tripod by
• campus mail Box 702582
• email Tripodg trmcoll.edu
• network DocEx server in the
General Resources
zone of the Trinity
College Network
that we put in such obscene hours. The
rewards come on Tuesday night when
you sit in Mather and watch several hun-
dred people browse through the pages
that you have slaved to put out. It's
always interesting to watch who sits there
and reads what; where the laughs come
from, and what people point out to their
friends. Some faculty pour over the pub-
lication word for word, and others take it
with a grain of salt.
There is a rush when you write a
story that everyone reads, whether it's
factual, opinionated, or humorous. I can
remember sitting in the waiting room at
the President's Office while Gerety and a
collection of Trustees made the final
touches on a statement. I was the first
person on campus to hear the official
word that Greeks would be forced to
become co-ed. While that hasn't panned
out into a big deal, it seemed important
at the time.
I vividly remember running across
campus in a snow storm to tell everyone
that Gerety was leaving. I turned over
everything in our office looking for the
Amherst newspaper's fax number. I
stuffed the letter of resignation in the fax
machine, and broke the news to their
campus of their new president. As well,
Internally, we've struggled
with libel, slander, racism,
plagiarism, and free speech.
I remember getting two simultaneous
phone calls in the middle of the night to
hear that a friend, Nicole Martin had
died.
The Tripod and its staff have a love-
hate relationship. We hate the drudgery,
but we love the big story and contro-
versy. It takes its toll on all of us, whether
it's destroyed GPAs, strained personal
relationships, caffeine addiction, or
physical problems. Staff members have
gotten ulcers, dealt with never ending
illnesses, and one was so tired that he fell
asleep walking and broke his jaw.
For each of the things that I have
accomplished, there's at least one more
that I haven't had the time to do. Journal-
ism is a fly-by-the-seat-of your pants type
of business, which is both its attraction
and its fatal flaw. I have been a part of
this staff since the first issue in my fresh-
man year, and will continue to be a part
of it next semester.
Matthew Prince '96 will be taking
over as Editor-in-Chief, a friend who I
believe is fully qualified to take over
everything that I have worked to build in




Senior Snow Ball/TCAC formal.
Less than 1 week of classes left.
Dane Aiken's dunk.
Mather & Bistro all out of food.
No hot water in Jarvis & Northam.
Snapple cooler in Cave broken.
Puking.
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Alum Recounts History Of Gay And Lesbian Activism
To the Editor:
I am writing to congratulate the Trin-
ity EROS group which is attempting to
bring awareness to the campus commu-
nity concerning issues affecting gay, les-
bian, bisexual and transgendered stu-
dents, faculty, staff, administrators and
alumni/ae. I applaud the fact that they
struggle on in an environment that is
oppressive and intolerant of homosexu-
als. They are breaking a silence which
has been imposed on the gay community
by political, religious, societal and aca-
demic forces.
The sad reality is that in the past
many groups of individuals have come
together to confront the same institu-
tionalized heterosexism which contin-
ues to permeate the campus. Many indi-
viduals have come forward at great per-
sonal risk to attempt to challenge Trinity
College to live up to its mission as a
liberal arts institution, promoting critical
thinking and inquiry.
The institution has lacked a mean-
ingful and serious response to the needs
and concerns of gay and lesbian mem-
bers of the Trinity community which is
long term and permanent. At various
points Trinity College has responded to
the activism of students and some dedi-
cated faculty by supporting particular
"activities or commissions. But the ad-
ministration has refused to develop a
plan that will address the root causes of
the pervasive homophobia and
heterosexism which continues to tarnish
the image of the college.
As a 1985 graduate of Trinity Col-
lege I would like to share a brief history
of some of the activities which have been
organized by students and faculty to'em-
power gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered individuals who are part
of the college. Throughout my years at
Trinity and in subsequent years I have
even organized students, faculty and
alumni/ae to effect change at Trinity.
Some of the activities I remember in-
clude:
(1) Reverend Alan Tull advising the
EROS gaysupport group. Reverend Tull
was a voice for change and activism
around issues affecting the gay commu-
nity. He understood the need for an
institutional response to the oppression
of homosexuals and bisexuals at the col-
lege;
(2) As a gay student at Trinity, I
worked with various students and pro-
fessors to organize a Gay, Lesbian and
Bisexual Pride Week. During the week
we sponsored presentations on gay poli-
tics, religious issues and homosexuality,
invited a gay priest to speak at PSI-U, a
drag show coffee house in Mather (it was
the best attended coffee house that year
and this was before RuPaul!), a baseball
game between the team at Barristers—a
local gay bar—and an intramural team at
Trinity, a picnic with the team members,
and a distribution of gay pride symbol
for supportive members of the Trinity
community to wear;
(3) In 1985 we organized the Com-
mittee to End Homophobia which was a
gay and straight alliance which orga-
nized a homophobia training session for
students;
(4) Residential Services sponsored
RA training on homophobia and
heterosexism which was designed to sen-
sitize these important players in the lives
of students;
(5) A President's Task Force on Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexuallssues was created
to address the concerns of homophobia
and heterosexism at Trinity College. The
Task Force included members of the fac-
ulty and student body. What happened
with the recommendations of that body?
(6) College counselors such as
George Higgins and Randy Lee have
supported numerous students through
their "coming out" process.
I could go on with this historical
perspective on Trinity College and its
treatment of the gay and lesbian commu-
nity on campus but I think that my pur-
pose in writing is to vent some frustra-
tion at the institution for its lack of vision
in institutionalizing the good work of the
past.
Every few years students rise up
and organize to better the campus for
fellow gay students. Such attempts must
have the financial support of the admin-
istration. At other college there are ex-
cellent programs addressing the needs
of the gay and lesbian community. Trin-
ity needs to respond accordingly.
I feel that Trinity needs to establish
a Task Force to respond to the needs of
the gay community on campus. The
Task Force should be given a budget and
charged with conducting a thorough
analysis of the entire campus. Such a
group should outline specific action items
to transform Trinity/into a gay support-
ive environment. The group needs to
involve students, faculty, administrators,
staff, alumni/ae and community repre-
sentatives with a timeline for implemen-
tation.
The group should cover the follow-
ing areas: curriculum, library, employee
benefits, social life, support services,
Trinity's relationship to Hartford's gay
community, residential life, program-
ming, hiring openly gay and lesbian fac-
ulty, and gay alumni/ae issues. This list
is not exhaustive and should be supple-
mented by conducting campus meetings
on the concerns of gays,lesbians and het-
erosexuals, all of who are deprived of
ongoing interaction with open gay, les-
bian, bisexual and transgendered people
at Trinity College.
In closing, I feel strongly that there is
an urgency to these matters. Teenage
gay students are at high risk of suicide,
alcoholism, and drug abuse. In the com-
munity, many drop out of school and
run away from home. With such knowl-
edge Trinity has a responsibility to ad-
dress the needs of young people who are
trying to live honestly and function in an
intolerant society. I implore the Trinity
College community to listen to these
needs being raised by Trinity EROS and
act quickly and comprehensively to cre-
ate a more gay positive environment.
Your efforts will go a long way in im-
proving the image of intolerance towards






Managing Editor Justin Van Etten




























Jim Barr, Al Carbone, Matt Henry, Jon Moskowltz,
Ellen Scordino, Lissa Smith, Paul Sullivan
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IDP Forum Uninformative
To the Editor:
On the Monday before Thanksgiv-
ing break the Individualized Degree Pro-
gram (IDP) publicized an "Information
Session" they would be holding that
evening. I attended this event with
about 25 other undergraduate students.
This low attendance could be due to poor
timing. I realize that there were time
constraints butby Monday eveningmany
students had left for the break.
My concerns do not lie solely in the
timing of this meeting. I question calling
the event I attended an information ses-
sion. Thetalkbegannotwithasummary
of the IDP program but with asking the
audience for questions. I went to be
informed, without knowledge, how can
I ask questions that I need answered?
How can I ask for clarification? Further-
more, the Director of the IDP Program
sat not on the panel, but in the audience.
ing the meeting. They were saying ex-
actly what I have stated for them above.
Never should admission into any pro-
gram, job, etc. be determined by one's
"hardships" or perceived hardships.
What right does anyone have to make
that judgment? The IDP students seemed
defensive, but I think that was a misin-
terpretation of a desire for information.
The IDP students reacted by defending
their program which makes sense, but
they did so by using their personal histo-
ries. This was not only inappropriate but
unnecessary, as well as irrelevant, infoir-
mation. They also attacked our personal
lives, and what they perceived as our
lack of hardships. At that I take offense.
The goal was information, and edu-
cation. The Trinity Community needed
to know what criteria IDP uses, what
courses are offered, what makes them
unique, and what requirements must IDP
students meet on whattimeline. Instead
I resent what was said and feel a need to take a stand.
There are students who work 40 hours a week, and these
students must enroll for 4-5 credits a semester.
I also encountered an atmosphere of
hostility that I never imagined. Under-
graduate students asked questions and
were interrupted by IDP students. IDP
students interjected with unnecessary
comments and assumed "regular" stu-
dents were spoiled, rich kids who didn't
care about academia. The)' repeated
hardships, traumas, deaths in families,
jobs and familial obligations, all of which
aren't applicable to regular undergradu-
ates. There was a total lack of respect for
whomever was speaking, undergradu-
ate or IDP student.
I care about academia, and I am
offended by what I sat through Novem-
ber 21. I resent what was said and feel a
need to take a stand. There are students
who work 40 hours a week, and these
students must enroll for 4-5 credits a
semester. These student have familial
obligations, both financial and otherwise,
and perhaps spend as much of their time
at Trinity as at home. Undergraduates,
more than you might think, have paid
their way through college, and in May
1995 many students will walk down that
aisle and be the first person in their fami-
lies to graduate from college. I left the
IDP info session to prepare for another
meeting, and I was sorry that I couldn't
wait to hear what else would be said.
Upon leaving I heard students discuss-
there was this underlying belief that un-
dergraduate students wanted the IDP
abolished, that we had no respect for the
program or its students, that we wanted
IDP students rendered ineligible for
awards. This couldn't be further from
the truth. We wanted information, we
wanted to be informed.
Knowledge is priceless. And it is a
gift. The IDP Program provides many,
many people with the opportunity to
learn. To learn with flexible guidelines.
Guidelines I do not question. I wish that
programs like the IDP had always ex-
isted. I applaud every student who
chooses to learn, IDP, ODP (the IDP re-
fers to undergraduates as, "ordinary
Degree Program"), whatever. Monday
night, however, I was simply disap-
pointed. I went to an information ses-
sion regarding an admirable program
and left resigned. Students wanted
information, they wanted to research and
perhaps redefine some parameters. They
hoped to consider awards and honors,
investigate the rules that govern them
and create an equitable system, a fair
system. Perhaps that could have been
done if we were provided with informa-










l OO FOOT GRINCH
Friday, Dec 9th in the Cave
Show Starts at 830 pm
To: Owner Of The Grane
From: The Student Body
Since before Thanksgiv-
ing, a motorized ManLift™
crane/cherry picker has
been residing in different
locations up and down
Trinity's Long Walk.
During the early hours
of the morning, students
have been repeatedly
awakened while the noisy
machine lifts repairmen to
the upper reaches of the
buildings that form the
main quad.
In addition, its heavy
tires have torn up the grass.
This weekend, the
unsecured vehicle turned
into a play structure for
students who had nothing
better to do with them-
selves.
TRINITY COLLEGE
REGULATION VIOLATION N ° 1 2 4 0 1
By TripodTime
1 . i ( No Parking/Restricted Area $ 10.
2. D No Parking on Road/Access Area $ 10.
3. • Failure to Display Decal $ 20.
4. • Blocking Parted Vehicles $ 20.
5. K Driving M/V in Pedestrian Area $ 30.
6. D Violation of Fire Laws $ 40.
7. O Parking in Handicapped Zone $ 40.
8. O Reckless Driving $ 40.
9. D Speeding $ 40.
10. J ^ Driving M/V on Lawn $ 40.
11. • Misuse of Parking Deca! $ 60.
12. )S Failure to Register/Change Reg. $ 75.
13. X Excessively loud sound device
frl»l'«»»)
14. O Uttering




Appeals must be matte In writing within 5 days to Director
of Campus Safety. Payment must be made to the Campus
Safety Office within 10 days of issue. Saturday, Sunday,
and Holidays excluded.
/Umon-Busting/ Marriott Not True
To the Editor:
In riposte to numerous student and
faculty requests, Ihave decided to voice
an "insider's" view of the "Union and
Labor" inequities that have been al-
leged in past Tripod and Hartford Cou-
rant articles. I"would like to clarify tha t
this article is a strict embodiment of my
opinions and is not based, on Marriott
Management perspective or employee
personnel file material relating to the
former associates mentioned below.
Any inference that Marriott dy-
namically conducted a "Union Bust-
ing" campaign is an absolute fallacy.
The standard Marriott policy during
labor organization drives is one of edi-
fication, tine company did bring in Span-
ish and Vietnamese speakers to apprise
our associates of all the ramifications
(positive and negative) concerning
Union membership. After contemplat-
ing all the factors (too numerous to list)
our associates were left to their own
decree. Coercion, intimidation or ha-
rassment by supervisory and manage-
ment staff just did not happen.
The two main Union orc;nni7rrs,
who by l<m were not allowed lo coii-
d L ict their cf Forth on c i >inp<iny time, had
In be reminded of this fan daily Nu-
merous associates piotostod (mvself
included) to management st.i ft pet tain-
ing to incessant pe.slering by the orga-
nizers and actual Union staff members
Ihemsek es
The National Labor Relations
Board inquest (instigated after the two
main Union organizers left the com-
pany) into unethical labor procedures
during the Union campaign proved al-
legations of impropriety by Marriott
Management Services to be without
merit! Subsequent insinuations of
sexual harassment made by former a1*-
sociates (the Iwo main Union organiz-
ers) wen? based on a persistent pattern
of fraudulent and disto -ted perceptions
of reality, also were repudiated. Judi-
cial Inundations for a "Wrongful Ter-
mination Suit" were simply notauthen-
ticaled.
John Thomas, the h-rminalfd Ban-
quet Captain and one of the principal
plaintiffs, had numerous'inridenls of
disciplinary action thatl was cognizant
ofasasupervisor. These incidents were
justifiable for written warnings. His
termination was legally viable and ra-
tional.
The other former associate, Terry
Forde, used Marriott tuition reimburse-
ment funds to attend a culinary aug-
mentation program and acquired a
preferable position at another restau-
rant. He returned this past September
seeking part-time hours only. The
hours that were availed to him were
declined. Forde then voluntarily en-
dorsed a resignation letter and suppos-
edly left the company on good terms.
There were no concealed racial,
sexual or Union issues in these two
associates departing Marriott Manage-
ment Services at Trinity College. That
is a declaration of fact: it has been
substantiated and ascertained by the
conclusions of a Federal investigatory
agency. I am surprised that The Tripod
would print unsubstantiated and un-
documented allegations. Are not as-
piring journalists taught first and fore-
most to corroborate their facts?!
John Thomas and Terry Forde did
an outrageous injustice to the Trinity
community with their fraudulent allc-
gdtiniib. All mvv-tigalion.s cunrc-i rung
those allegations OiV concluded. iSol
by utilising any procedunMonligiira-
lion or repoi r, iv.i>< one of thus*1 allega-
tions proven au thentii. After failing in
their Unionisation aspnatious/I homas
and Forde resorted to every dirty trick
that they could contrive. Hail their
assertions been factual several manag-
ers and /or associates might have been
terminated. The u&e of premeditati'i!
erroneous allegations to denigrate
people individually ranks among the
most contemptible acts, and char.uteF
judgments of these two formet associ-
ates. I think the picture is clear
The Tripoli should .scrutinize and
contemplate their motive and incen-
tive in subscribing to tho malicious
verbosity of former Marriott employ-
ees and their miscellaneous minions.
Tnaccuracj in commentary of contro-
versial substance n-flects on the repu-
tation of The Fnpod and the prestige of
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Holiday Toy Drive:
The Community Outreach Office is spon-
soring a holiday Toy Drive. Old and new toys
will be accepted until the holiday vacation. For
further information please contact Tara Gill at
Ext. 2383.
Dance Conceit I
Austin Arts Center is sponsoring an origi-
nal theater arid dance piece, "Veil," directed by
Professor Judy Dworin and developed with
students from one her classes. The event will
take place on Thursday, December 8th through
Friday, December 9th, at 8:00 P.M. The piece
will explore images of the sacred, mystical and
profane. Admission: $6 General, $4 Students 7
60-plus with Id.
Exhibitions:
Austin Art Center Presents an exhibit show-
ing the art of Ellen Burchenal, Mary DelMonico
and Lois Ordway. The show is a celebration of
these Trinity alumnae who are honored gradu-
ates of the Fine Arts Department. This exhibit
is part of the yearlong celebration of the 25th
Anniversary of Coeducation at Trinity Col-
lege.
Warning:
Campus Safety would like to inform stu-
dents that any students who leave securtiy
screens open over Winter Vacation, will be
fined by the Campus Safety Department.
Chapel Happenings:
Tuesday-Wed: 5:00 P.M. Evening Worship
Wed: 5:30 P.M. Carillon Guild
Thursday: 5:00 P.M. Evening Worship
Sunday: 1:00 P.M. Holy Eucharist
5:00 P.M. Roman Catholic Mass
Holiday Party:
The Department of Modern Language and
Literature is hosting a holiday party at the
Smith House on Tuesday, December 6th from 6
to 8 P.M. For further information contact Inge








' to the Tripod!
Box 702582
Glatssifieds
TRAVEL FREE TO CANCUN, NASSAU, JAMAICA, &
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND. SPRING BREAK WITH SUN
BOUND VACATIONS. ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP OF
15 AS A COLLEGE REP. CALL 1-800-4-SUN-BOUNDFOR
DETAILS.
• • •SPRING BREAK 95- • •
America's #1 Spring Break Company!
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona & Panama!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL FREE!
Earn highest commissions! (800) 32-TRAVEL
EXTRA INCOME FOR '94
Earn $500- $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details -
RUSH $1.00 with SASE to: GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover, DE19901
WANTED!! AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING
SPRING BREAK COMPANY SEEKING INDIVIDUALS TO
PROMOTE SPRINGBRE AK TO JAMAICA, CANCUN, BA-
HAMAS, FLORIDA, PADRE, BARBADOS. FANTASTIC
FREE TRAVEL/COMMISSIONS! SUNSPLASH TOURS 1-
800-426-7710.
Now searching for Jagerettes/dudes to promote
Jagermeister in your area.
Great part-time employment, good pay, some travel.
Call or send pictures and resume to:
All State Promotions, Inc.
PO Box 968, Delman, NY 10803-0968
1-800-ToJager
7-day, 24 hr. voice mail, leave message.
You must be 21 or over and
have own transportation.
STUDENTS
Over 120 American manufactures need you to assemble
products at home. Circuitboards, jewelry, holiday decorations,
etc. Earn$280to$652weekly.Parttirne/fulltirne. Experience
unnecessary/will train. You're paid weekly.
Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext. 1001C
HITCH THE SKIES WITH AIRHITCH
Carrib/Mex$189R/T
Europe $169, Coast to Coast $129
Call for FREE program description
1-800-326-2009
$13-$15/hr to start. Test prep instructors, SAT, LSAT, GRE,
GMAT, MCAT. Must have high test scores and engaging
personality. Call the Princeton Review (800) 500-7737.
Hurry!
$7/hr to start. Campus marketing representative. Looking
for Jr. or Soph, to tell the world about The Princeton
Review. Call us (800) 500-7737.
New Playing at.
i lie
Bhaji At The Beach Sun-Mon 7:30 EM.
( Britain, 1994) Director: Guirder Chadha. Written by Meera Syal. Cast: Kim Vithana, Sarita Khajuria, Mo Sesay. As
an Indian woman born in Kenya and raised in London, Director Gurinder Chandha adds a unique voice to the new British
cinema of directors Mike Leigh and Ken Loach. Her bold first film opens with a black leather jacket and sari clad social worker
organizing a day trip for a group of Indian women. Arriving in the seedy seaside resort of Blackpool, they let loose and "have
female fun time!" , ,
Sun-Mon 9:25 P.M.The Scent of Green Papaya
(1993, France) Director: Gurinder Chadha. Screen play by Hung and Patricia Pratt. For most audiences, a movie
about Vietnam automatically conjures up images of turmoil and destruction. Instead, director Tran Ann Hung confounds
expectations with a delicate, Pristine recreation of the past. Mui, a sensitive young pleasant girl hired by a merchant family,
transcends her role as a servant as the father's disappearance plunges the family into financial crisis. Inspired by memories
of his mother, Mui's character is the embodiment of the traditional artistry and strength of the Vietnamese woman.
Quiz Show Wed-Sat 7:30 P.M.
(1994) Produced and directed by Robert Redford. Written by Paul Attanasio, based on the book by Richard N.
Goodwin. At one time in the 1950's, game show wiz Charles van Doren was considered an American hero. His fall from grace
and the disillusionment that followed provide a parable for an elegant, dazzling film by Robert Redford. His unerring grasp





Around Trinity's sources came
in contact with precious details to
reveal about the college's Presiden-
tial Search. The search committee
met this weekend, but did not come
to a final decision as to who the next
President of the College shall be.
Word on the street is that if the
search committee can manage to get
everyone together again before win-
ter break, there will be a new Presi-
dent under the tree this Christmas.
Who will it be? If you believe the
Courant's recent story, it might be
Painter. On the other hand, it could
be anyone. However, sources were
able to confirm that James Moodie's
name has been removed from the
list.
Whooping Crane
For the last several weeks, a
cranehasbeenmovingup and down
the Long Walk while workmen en-
gage in some sort of repairs to the
buildings.
This weekend, the device was
left right in student's paths to and
from parties, and became an object
of amusement. It was discovered
that nobody would have to hotwire
the crane, as with the push of some
buttons and a little elbow grease, the
machine was functional.
Class Act
The Hall's winter formal this
weekend was nothing short of a class
act. The place was decked out in
Christmas trees, wreaths, garland,
and more. A jazz band played up-
stairs, providing an excellent atmo-
sphere for dancing and mingling.
Attendees grazed over fruit and
cheese plates while sipping egg
nogg, cider, microbrewed beer, cock-
tails, and more.
A good time was had by all, but
more importantly, an example was
set. If every party was this civilized,
the campus surely wouldn't be in




day night was a bit much for most
people who ventured to leave their
rooms and attend one of the formats
in Mather. Seniors were upstairs for
the Snow Ball, where an obscene
amount of alcohol was to be found.
Worst part of the evening: Two se-
niors unexpectedly became clothed
in someone's dinner as they walked
into the path of a Senior who was in
mid-vomit. In other news, TCAC
held the Winter Wonderland for-
mal, where the other three classes,
plus a few seniors enjoied the fes-
tivities.
Between the two parries, most
people managed to get wrecked.
How badly? You know something
is going on when brunch in the Cave
is standing room only at 2:30 PM. ;
Hot Dog
A collection of enterprising stu-
dents had a barbecue on Sunday
night on a ledge in the Jackson-
Wheaton-Smith courtyard. Grilling
hot dogs amongst the cement sur-
roundings in the pitch black night...
what could be better than that?
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Police Substation Opening Promises Crime Reduction
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
News Editor
The new police substation in Frog
Hollow opened, on Thursday, Decem-
ber 1st. The substation came to fruition
as a result of efforts made by HART
(Hartford Area Rallies Together) and the
City Council. Additionally, the location
for the substation was donated by local
businessman, Carlos Lopez. The
substation's construction came in on tar-
get, due to strong pressure by the HART
Neighborhood Association.
City Manager Sandra B. Bochere
congratulated the effort of the HART
group saying, "The legislature fought to
make this a reality. HART and support-
ers pushed us to get the bill done. This
is a symbol of what can be done. It is up
to the values of this community to change
this city."
The substation is part of the city's
long term plan to reduce crime in the
Frog Hollow area. The plan incorporates
an active police presence in the area,
aided by the addition of eight commu-
nity service officers, who are funded by
a federal grant. Two of the community
service officers are assigned to patrol
Trinity's campus. The Hartford Police
Department predicts a long term crime
reduction of thirty percent, as a result of
the additional officers and the police sub-
station.
The attendants included Congress-
woman Barbara Kennelly, Mayor
Michael Peters, the state representative
for Frog Hollow, Illena Ros-Garda, and
Marie Batista, President of the Neighbor-
hood Alliance. The common feeling of
optimism for the future revitalization of
the neighborhood that prevailed at the
ribbon- cutting ceremony was aided by
the announcement that the presence of
the community service officers over the
past three months has already reduced
crime by ten percent.
Mayor Peters stated, "We can build
a thousand of these in the city of Hart-
ford, but it is only a building, you have
to be the ones who make this work." The
substation and the additional police of-
ficers are the result of different political
factions. The targeting of different areas
in Frog Hollow to reduce crime, increased
police presence and the collaborative ef-
fort of the police department and the
neighborhood residents are part of a new
theory in crime reduction.
Trinity's presence in the effort to
revitalize the Frog Hollow community
was praised at the ceremony. Trinity
was cited as a driving force behind
change in the area and an essential part
of Hartford's hopes for the future. The
police substation promises to aid in re-
ducing crime in the area and the in-
creased police presence in the neighbor-
hoods surrounding Trinity promises to




This is our last issue for
the fall semester.







10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
Courses for the Feb test begin Jan 7th. You can
start your course at home and finish at school.
Did you miss the Dec test? We have a great course







It's not too late to start preparing for the
Jan exam. Don't wait. Call today.
Classes start in early Feb, but you can get
started now with books and software.
Mayor Peters and Congresswoman Kennelly attended the
opening of the new police substation in Frog Hollow.
COURTESY OF HART.
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Round Trip Air Fare -&y o O ^
Seven (7) nights lodging at choice hotel.
Welcome party with complimentary Island beverage.
Beach parties, FREE food, FREE drinks and more.
Exclusive FREE or discounted admission to Nassau s hottest clubs.
Plus much, much, morel
Call now for complete details; 1W-82W21
• 03
n&
live in historic Greenwich Village • Special summer housing
rates for as little as $100 per six-week session • Over
1,000 undergraduate and graduate courses
For a free 1995 Summer Bulletin,
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National Political News Update...
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor
D O D D DEFEATED IN
SENATELEADERSHIPRACE
The Democrats in the Sen-
ate are in a period of transition,
having fallen from the status of
the majority party to that of the
minority party for the first time
in the Senate since 1986. The
party leadership has also
changed dramatically. George
Mitchell of Maine, the former
majority leader, has retired
while Jim Sasser of Tennessee,
the front runner to take
Mitchell's place, has been voted
out of office. The battle for mi-
nority leader came down to two
men, Tom Daschle of South Da-
kota and Christopher Dodd of
Connecticut.
The two men had waged an
open battle for the position.
Daschle had been planning to
fight Sasser for the position but,
following Sasser's defeat, Dodd
announced and waged a spir-
ited campaign for the position.
Despite the backing of several
prominent leaders, Dodd lost
by one vote when the Demo-
crats went into caucus on Fri-
day, December 2nd.The final
count came to 24 Senators back-
ing Daschle while 23 supported
Dodd. In a dramatic tie break-
ing event, the 46 Senators as-
sembled voted evenly between
the two men. The decisive vote
was cast by Ben Nighthorse
Campbell of Colorado who was
absent from the voting caucus.
Campbell had voted by proxy
and endorsed theSenator from
South Dakota. Dodd praised his
victorious rival and moved to
make the vote unanimous.
In another leadership battle
in the Senate, Trent Lott, the
conservative Republican from
Mississippi, defeated • Alan
Simpson of Wyoming to take
over as deputy majority leader.
across the political spectrum.
Conservatives like Pat
Buchanan, moderates like Sen.
Ernest Rollings (D-SC), and lib-
erals like Ralph Nader joined
forces in a failed attempt to keep
G ATT from passing. Ross Perot
Despite the backing of several prominent
leaders, Dodd lost by one vote when the
Democrats went into caucus
Simpson had been the under-
study as deputy minority leader
under Bob Dole, however a coa-
lition of the more conservative
Republicans and Southern sup-
porters propelled Lott to vic-
tory. Lott's strengths were his
service as Minority Whip in the
House as well as close ties to
House Speaker Newt Gingritch,
an asset Lott has that Bob Dole
lacks. Simpson was hurt by his
pro-choice stance on abortion.
Like the Daschle-Dodd contest,
the Republican contest was de-
cided by only one vote.
TRADE WARS
As the old saying goes, poli-
tics makes strange bedfellows.
President Clinton was able to
maintain a bipartisan alliance
that passed the GATT trade
treaty this week. A key figure in
helping this coalition was Bob
Dole who had also come to the
President's aid during the
NAFTA debate. Former Presi-
dents Gerald Ford (remember
him?), Jimmy Carter, and
George Bush also supported the
treaty and urged Congress to do
the same. The anti-GATT coali-
tion included another unusual
gathering of politicians from all
was also a member of this bi-
zarre alliance.
1996 WATCH
Former Vice President Dan
Quayle was hospitalized this
week in Indianapolis. Quayle
has contracted blood clots in his
lungs and is recovering well.
Rumor has it that Quayle is very
close to making a decision
whether or not to seek the Re-
publican nomination for the
White House and an announce-
ment is expected in the next few
weeks... another GOP hopeful
has created an exploratory com-
mittee to determine his chances
in 1996. Sen. Arlen Specter of
Pennsylvania is considering
running a campaign based on a
message blasting the Religious
Right.
A number of Democra ts are
considering challenging Presi-
dent Clinton for the Democratic
nomination in 1996. The man
most interested in doing so
seems to be Sen. Bob Kerrey of
Nebraska who had been de-
feated by Clinton in his quest
for the 1992 nomination. Other
hopefuls are Sen. Sam Nunn of
Georgia, Sen. John Breaux of





























continued from page 1
tion/ Why are minority inter-
est groups now being lumped
together? The only common
element among minority
groups is that they're not the
majority. To assume that there
is more commonality than this
is ignorant. In trying to dem-
onstrate sensitivity towards
the issue of minority repre-
sentation, the SGA has in ac-
tuality shown that everything
the minority groups have ar-
gued for has fallen on deaf
ears."
Senator Paul Wasserman
'95 said, "The one problem I
see is that groups feeling
inadequatelyrepresented
within SGA must now go be-
fore MAC to get on SGA." He
also noted that he was con-
cerned about the status of the
Inter-Fraternity Council. Be-
cause of the clause which
eliminates all special interest
seats, the IFC is no longer guar-
anteed representation on SGA.
"I feel good about what
we did," said Nardelli. "I
would have liked the vote to
be a little more substantial,
but the fact is, it passed. Time
will show that the decision we








Applicants should have the following
qualifications:
• Interest in student activities.
• Willingness to serve as Budget
Committee secretary.
• LOTS of free time.
• Knowledge of basic financial concepts
prefered.
Anyone interested should contact
<Betfi 'Egan in the Student S&twitks
Office; X 2170.
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Going Beyond Campus Boundaries To Visit "The Tower"
BY SANNY BURNHAM .
Features Writer
If you go to the top of Vernon Street
and stand by the stop sign that many
people seem to ignore, and peer through
the trees that are now thinned and gray
after the fall season, you can see a fleck of
a tower in the distance.
On a hill, beyond Zion Street, be-
yond thepotholes and the stop lights and
the pavement, beyond the hectic con-
fines of the city, is a mountain in a town
called Bloomfield. And on top of that
mountain is a tower that I have been told
to hike to every year since the beginning
of my college career.
the trees and swear to myself thafrspme-
day, when the weather's right, when the
work is light, and when I figure out how
the heck to get there, I will hike to the top
of that far off mountain.
And I did just that last weekend.
There were four of us along for the
journey. Luckily, one of us had drivertby
the entrance to the tower a few times
before and knew how to get there. We
headed first down Broad Street, then
down Asylum and eventually westward
into the rural, residential, beautiful coun-
try just outside Hartford.
Roads wound and wiggled from
town to town while we adjusted our hats
and tied up our hiking boots.
through the woods at a relaxed pace for
about a half an hour, we came upon a
sign that read "To the tower".
Now I must say that all these years
I've just expected this "tower" to be a
of the tower from Trinity, the long drive
to get to Bloomfield and the eventual
grandeur at the peak of the mountain, I
am amazed that I thought "the tower"
could have been something other than
...the clarity of the tower from Trinity, the long drive to
get to Bloomfield and the eventual grandeur at the peak of
the mountain, I am amazed that I thought "the tower"
could have been something other than amazing.
I must say that all these years I've just expected this "tower'
to be a scaffold lookout or a creaky wooden structure
"It's a beautiful hike, and you'll see
the best view of Connecticut," my sister,
who went to high school in the area,
always swore.
"Everyone keeps telling me about
that tower, hon," my great aunt, who just
moved to the area, has informed me.
And I, each time I drive to the top of
Vernon Street, find the tower through
And finally, we found ourselves
heading up a long, straight driveway
that ended at the top of the hill in the
woods.
A path was marked for us to follow
and it was clearly well-traveled. On our
upward journey, we passed families with
picnic baskets and noticed signs of horses
and mountain bikes. After walking
scaffold lookout or a creaky wooden
structure. And sometimes I thought it
might be a water tower or a radio tower
or something more or less uninteresting.
But as we rounded the last wooded
curve, and followed where the sign di-
rected, I saw that I was wrong.
At the top of that far-off mountain is
not just a tower. It is the Heublien family's
summer house. It is now a historic prop-
erty and is open for tours.
The tower itself is a five or six story
section of a magnificent home made out
of stucco and wonderful moldings. The
tower is a small fraction of this huge
house, but is by far the most awe inspir-
ing part.
When I add it all together: the clarity
amazing.
The bad news is that as we reached
the front door of the house, we realized
that we were too late. The museum closes
for the winter season on November 1st,
and will not be open again until the
spring, in April.
But now, as I approach the stop sign
at the top of Vernon Street, I no longer am
reminded of all of the things that I have
to do before I graduate,but am pleased to
remember that I did indeed make it to the
top of that hill.
And I hold a strong desire to travel
back there in April when I can go inside,
climb to the top of the tower, look out,
and see what Trinity appears to be from
that spot out in the country.
THE LONG WALK
If you were Santa Claus, who
















'L.A." Jon Moskowitz '95
"Michael & Lisa Marie"
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Restaurant Review: Couple Dines At Hot Tomatoes
BY MATT CHAMPA &
TAMMY NICOL
Features Writers
To avoid the usual Marriott
fare, we chose to venture off
campus to Hot Tomato's at 1
Union Place in Hartford. We
were struck immediately by the
neon atmosphere, loud music,
and an interior decor reminis-
cent of a train station. The host
led us to our table and we were
somewhat surprised when he
asked if he might check our
coats. The bottle of Ty Nant min-
eral water (bottled in Wales) on
the table further indicated to us
that this was somewhat classier
than we had expected.
Tammy: We called ahead
to ask if reservations were nec-
essary and were told that they
were highly recommended and
a table would only be held for
fifteen minutes.
Matt: We ordered drinks
first. The selection included a
variety of wine and beer. Be-
cause a bottle of wine would
have cost half of the money we
were given by the Tripod, I chose
a Bass Ale while Tammy opted
for a Frozen Vanilla Cappucino.
Tammy: While we waited
to order our entrees, we dis-
cussed whether or not to drink
the bottled water on the table.
Matt and I finally decided that it
was not worth the possible
charge. Instead we ordered the
garlic bread as an appetizer. I
was amazed by how good it was!
They had melted cheese within
the loaf. I only ate one piece
though, because Matt quickly
finished off three quarters of it.
Matfc I was happy to find
that Tammy had a small appe-
tite because the garlic bread was
delicious. I ordered theTortellini
Rose entree, cheese tortellini
sauteed with sausage, mush-
rooms, spinach, and tomato in a
pink alfredo sauce.
Tammy: I ordered the
Penne Pomadoro Fresca, penne
pasta with fresh plum tomatoes
with olive oil, garlic and basil.
Salad came with all entrees,
topped by a mustard flavored
Italian dressing and the option
of freshly ground pepper.
Matfc Tammy was full after
her salad, but I was looking f or-
ward to my entree. While we
' waited for the entrees, we dis-
cussed the atmosphere. We de-
cided that although we liked the
music (Joe Cocker and Nirvana),
it didn't seem to suit the yuppy
clientele or the less than modest
prices of the food.
Tammy: However, the mu-
sic did seem appropriate con-
sidering the neon lights and the
train station atmosphere. The
actual train station is quite close
to the restaurant so that every
train passing by sounded as
though it were traveling right
through the restaurant
Matt Champa and Tammy Nicol, this week's restaurant reviewers. ALICE YAMADA
Matt: My entree was great
but a little too creamy and rich.
We were amused when our
waiter, Mark, came over to ask
us what we were writing. We
told him that we were writing a
Restaurant Review for the Tri-
pod. He told us he was also from
Trinity and in true Trin fashion
he suggested we order more
beer! He hadn't been surprised
to learn that we were from Trin-
ity. Maybe we gave it away when
we checked out the Wine List
before even glancing at the main
menu!
Tammy: I was beginning to









. Linguine Mediterranean ,
— Pasta tossed with sauted chicken
I breast; artichoke hearts, roaster I
[ peppers, and black olives in a light |
i garlic pesto sauce. Served with a i
shaker of parmesan cheese. $6.00
Fettucchme Alfredo
' — Fettuccine served in a creamy '
| fresh parmesan cheese sauce with a J
1• hint of spinach. $5.50
/ \ I S O 9 a full menu of
pizzas, subs and salads.
Cajun Barbecued Shrimp ,
— Plump juicy shrimp, brushed
I with our own "Spicy Cajun" I
| barbecue sauce and broiled. Served [
I over rice pilaf and more sauce on the I
. side for dipping. $11.95 .
Open xtii 3 am every night
FREE DELIVERY
278-4334
were receiving (that which we
don't normally observe in the
Trinity dining facilities) and eas-
ily accepted the option of hav-
ing mozarella cheese grated over
my pasta. The entree was excel-
lent. I haven't found better Ital-
ian food anywhere in Hartford.
Matt: We were surprised to
find out that we are both psy-
chology majors and so we spent
the remainder of the dinner try-
ing to psychoanalyze each other.
Tammy: What we actually
discussed was the atmosphere
of the restaurant. We satonblack
chairs at black marble tables
while a few others sat at Denny's
style aqua blue booths! But over-
all, we agreed, the setting was
quite modern.
Matt: I was stuffed as I had
eaten everything on my plate.
However, when the waiter
cleared the table and noticed
Tammy's nearly full plate, he
asked, "Would you consider
having dinner?"
Tammy: I was certainly full,
but both Matt and I agreed that
we would like to see the dessert
menu. The waiter showed us a
full desert menu with color pho-
tos of each item! Instead of or-
dering cappucino pie or creme
caramel, we decided upon the
Godiva Chocolate Liqueur.
Matt: So we ended the meal
in good spirits (no pun in-
tended). The bottom line: won-
derful food, modern atmo-
sphere, but fairly high prices.
Tammy: This is a good
choice for a special occasion (or




















Stepped on the plaque.
You were the keeper of the iemon squeezer
and you accidently threw it out.
You're out of weed.
AA's "Three Strikes, you're out" policy.
Your Samples CD is scratched.
Cod nuggets were cutfrom the meal rotaiion.
AH of your past hook ups wanted
their clothes back.
Your mom washed your white
Trinity hat over Thanksgiving.
The [Fantasy] Guild put a curse on you.
Your car broke and you can't drive
to class anymore.
You just found out that Gerety is
no longer president.
Friends discovered that Meridian mail lady
is your mom and you couldn't take the heat.
Sleep disorder caused by crane outside
Jarvis has ruined your life.
You still can't get your mailbox open.
Your ID was rejected at the View.
Written Bv:
The admissions offices of Amherst, Middieiwry, Bales, Bovvrtoin,
Colby, Wesleyan, Connecticut College, Williams. Tufts, & Hamilton.
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"Witches, Saints, and Prostitutes" Class" Winter Performance:
VEIL Focuses On Female Image and Definition
BY BEE BORNHEIMER
Arts Editor
In VEIL, Judy Dworin and the stu-
dents enrolled in "Witches, Saints and
Prostitutes" have created a dramatic piece
that examines images of women through
certain labels and definitions.
The product of a semester's work
which began with readings and discus-
sion of literary works, VEIL is a combina-
tion of text integrated with movement. It
is not a linear narrative, according to
Dworin, but an experience which moves
from image to image in order to develop
and explore various ideas of women.
Dworin describes VEIL as "a dream
journey into the night," which in a sense
invites audience participation as the dif-
ferent images of women are examined.
The students enrolled in "Witches,
Saints and Prostitutes" initially focused
on the different interpretations of the
Virgin Mary and Mary Magdalene in
writings like Malleus Maleficarum, The
Devil in the Shape of a Woman by C. Karlson,
and Mary Magdalen, by S. Haskins.
Through these readings and discussions,
they developed a background upon
which they could base their eventual pro-
cession into physical movement and in-
terpretation.
The movement exercises were in-
tended to tie in what students had found
in their selected readings; one project
required students to shape their own and
others' bodies into the images they asso-
ciated withprostitution. In tasks like this
one, students were forced to examine
the minute details of appearance— the
focus and expression of 'the eyes, the
position of the hands, or the tilt of the
head— and determine the most expres-
sive means of conveying the intended
images.
One memorable aspect of the class
was a two day retreat in a forest in
Union, Connecticut, which Kristen Chun
'95 described as "a wonderful experi-
ence. It was like making a connection
back to nature, tying in the themes of
womanhood that we had discussed
throughout the semester." The experi-
writings of the students.
The different images of witches,
saints and prostitutes that were devel-
oped in both the readings and the move-
ment exercises have come together in "an
abstract dialogue between Eve and
Mary."
Contrasting the perception of the sin-
ful and impure Eve, with the good and
pure Virgin Mary, the production focuses
not only on traditionally held views of
women through labelling, it also exam-
ines the relationship between the mind
and body, spirituality and sexuality.
Despite the emphasis on the female
Dworin describes VEIL as "a dream journey into the
night," which in a sense invites audience participation as
the different images of women are examined.
ence also helped to bring the members
of the class closer together, although
according to Chun, they had "become
close even from the first class."
With both physical and written ex-
ercises, students learned to place them-
selves in the positions of women de-
scribed as a witch, a saint or a prostitute.
Beginning with statements like, "I am a
witch," or "I am a prostitute," students
were allowed to develop the images and
emotions they encountered from their
own understanding of the labels.
This and other writing assignments
are whatwill ultimately constitute VEIL.
Dworin says that the final product is bits
and pieces of imagery pulled from the
Bullets Over Broadway: Allen
Delivers More Off-Beat Humor
BY LAURA DUNLEAVY
Arts Writer
A gangster's girlfriend, a play-
wright/hitman, and a compulsive eater
are just some of the characters one en-
counters in Woody Allen's Bullets Over
Broadway.
Set in the 1920's, the movie centers
around David Shayne, astrugglingplay-
wright who finally gets his big break.
Nick Valente, a mobster, agrees to pay for
the production of Shayne's play, how-
ever there is only one small stipula-
tion— his girlfriend, Olive,
must be cast in one of the
leading roles.
Shayne, not wanting to
sell out, refuses to concede
to Valente's demands after
he meets Olive and listens to her screech-
ing voice. However, Shayne learns that
Helen Sinclair, a famous actress on the
decline, has agreed to do his play and
decides he will allow himself to be a
"whore" and make some concessions.
From the first dayof rehearsal, David
realizes things aren't going to be easy.
Helen has decided that her character
needs a few changes—she hates playing
a frumpy housewife and needs some se-
ductiveness inner character. David, find-
ing himself falling in love with Helen and
her ability to speak as if her entire life is a
play, quickly makes the requested
changes. Then Olive wants more lines
(she has counted and knows that she
doesn't have the lead), and under threat
of bodily harm, David must again re-
write.
Something still seems to be askew
with the play until Cheech, one of Nick's
hitmen who's serving as Olive's body-
guard, starts offering David even more
suggestions. Throughout the movie,
David continues to make the changes
suggested to him by others, and the play
becomes less and less of his own produc-
tion.
With each rewrite, the praise for
David's work escalates; Helen calls him
a budding Chekhov, and David reluc-
tantly accepts the praise. Things really
seem to be coming together for "David's"
play, but there are still a few problems:
Warren Purcel, another one of the ac-
tors, has resumed his old eating habits,
shoving as much food down as he pos-
sibly can—even resorting to dog food.
Another sticky problem is Valente's girl-
friend, Olive. Olive's acting ability is
virtually nonexistent and
her high pitched voice drives
nearly everyone crazy.
While David accepts it as part
of the deal, Cheech becomes
more and more angered at
seeing his masterpiece ru-
ined. But how can they rid
the production of Olive without mob-
ster Valente getting mad? The solution
to this problem and the other twists at
the end of the film make David recon-
sider whether the theater is truly his
calling in life.
There are plenty of subplots in this
movie that add to its humor. Allen's
propensity for oddball characters is once
again apparent in this film, although
this movie is very different from Allen's
other films. It might be the fact that
Allen is not part of the cast that makes
this film stand apart from some of his
others.
The cast that was used was excel-
lent—Tracey Ullman, Rob Reiner and
Meg Tilly—to name a few and particu-
larly Diane Weiss (Helen Sinclair) and
John Cusack (David Shayne). Diane
Weiss plays Helen almost perfectly; she
excels at being overdramatic, particu-
larly inner lovescenes with John Cusack.
Cusack and Weiss work exceptionally
well together, and while it is no Annie
Hall, Bullets Over Broadway was defi-
nitely humorous, and I will recommend
it to anyone looking for an offbeat com-
edy.
spirit, the class managed to transcend
gender and look at these relationships of
spirit and sexuality with an understand-
ing of the feminine and masculine side to
both sexes. The "absence of the feminine
spirit is a loss for both," according to
Dworin, and this understanding is part
of the reason for the class's success.
Another reason for the success of the
class is the way in which each of the
students involved brought a range of ex-
periences to the class. Kristen Chun, for
example, is an experienced dancer, but
stated that this particular project is unlike
anything she has ever participated in.
"This class has incorporated more dia-
logue than I am used to. I have definitely
grown in this class in that I have become
more comfortable with both my body
and my voice."
Students also point to Dworin as an
"amazing person to work with." Her
ability to integrate unconventional meth-
ods of learning into the process of pro-
duction-—the retreat, for example—not
only heightened awareness of the sub-
jects, but it enabled the class to become
closer. Moreover, the students' enthusi-
asm for the project comes in part from
their active role in the creation of the
piece.
VEIL is a presentation of the
thoughts and discoveries of the class; the
final product comes from the students'
writings and movement exercises, so the
people who are actually in VEIL are the
ones who wrote much of the work in the
first place.
The piece's title, Dworin says, was
decided well before it had really taken
shape. It was chosen for its connection to
the theme of multiple imagery from one
object or being. The class explored the
different images of women through cer-
tain labels, learning how one being can
be represented in many ways; likewise, a
veil canbe used in representation of many
of the different facets of womanhood.
Besides Chun, members of the class
performing VEIL include Beth Fifield '97,
Jen Kalos '97, David Kim '95, Sadia
Mohammad '96, Mitch Polin '96, and
Kate Roberts '95. The production will be
presented to the Trinity community De-
cember 8-9 in Austin Arts.
WE'LL GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.
Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you 're capable of being
a leader. But if you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of
hard work could make you an Officer of Marines. And Officer Candidates
School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove you've got what it takes
to lead a life full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor. Anyone can say




If you think you can handle this crash .course
in management, call Captain. Klocek or Staff
Sergeant Danehy at 1-800-255-8762
for more information.
• »
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Zion Gallery Celebrates Mysticism Of Mandala
Works Celebrating The Mandala.
BY CINDY DARLING
Arts Writer
Students and faculty attended the
opening exhibition of Studio Arts major
Marianna Hyman's senior thesis exhibi-
tion. Hyman's project, entitled "Spheres
of Consciousness: Meditations on the
Mandala/' displayed Thursday at the
Zion Art Gallery from 6-8 P.M.
Viewers had the opportunity to talk
with Hyman about her works, while en-
joying a delicious spread of Indian food
and wine, beer and soda.
The exhibition consisted of sixteen
pieces, each involving different perspec-
tives on the Mandala. Materials for her
pieces ranged from mixed media, to oil
pastel, to acrylic and gouache.
Two acrylic and gouache pieces, en-
titled "Chaotic Order," and "Ordered
ALICE YAMADA
Chaos," exhibited side by side, served as
complements to each other. The shading
in both pieces was purple and green, but
they were ordered in such a way to em-
phasize contrasts between them. These
two works were examples of the way in
which Hyman's works combined ele-
ments of color and form in a unique
arrangement of ideas.
Several pieces in the collection in-
cluded the circular form of the Mandala,
with different interpretations and per-
spectives on it.
In a larger, oil pastel piece entitled
"The Lovers," Hyman used bright, pri-
mary colors. The piece included spiral
sphere, merging together, across a wide
space. The spheres seemed to be caught
in a dance, moving into each other, while
still retaining their own form.
The "State of Flux Mandala," was
Artist Marianna Hyman And Her Parents. AUCEYAMADA
the only mixed media piece in the ex-
hibit, taking on a form similar to a real
Buddhist Mandala, but with Hyman's
own artistic and original touch.
Her work sprang from her under-
standing of Buddhist Mandalas, which
involved the meditative process of mark
making. Mandala are spiritual diagrams
used for the imitation of monks that in-
volve a great deal of mysticism. Through
her exhibit, Hyman hoped to complete
the cycle of the mandala, by having the
viewer enter into her process of medita-
tion, creation and finally, of viewing.
Bob Kirschbaum, Chairman of Fine
Arts and Director of Studio Arts praised
Hyman for her works on display in Zion.
Kirschbaum became involved with
Hyman's work in her Drawing 3 class, in
helping her to bring an element of mys-
ticism into her work.
WANT
A/HIGHER!
^J e n i n i - u T O CI/^I ^#*%E» <̂ 4#% r\x:^%STUDENTS SKI FOR $1O OFF!
Before you graduate and go marching off into a great and glorious
future, ski your butt off! With a college ID,* you'll get $10 off £*^ ^9fk^
Sunday-Friday, and $5 off on Saturdays and holidays. So, this M f M m f l
winter, make it your "job" to get out on the slopes. Ski Stratton! " V W * W r P "
VERMONT
*Must be 25 years of age or less, with other supporting ID (license).
He stated that it was serendipitous
that the Mandala project occurred last
semester, as it provided Hyman with a
grounding in a graphic system that could
express different ideas.
According to Kirschbaum, a major
part of Hyman's project was the process
involved, not simply the final product.
This process included the repetition of
brushstrokes and the losing of oneself in
the painting of the pieces. The process
became a very inward and personal ex-
perience, which also involved a very
broad archetype.
Kirschbaum stated that Hyman
made a strong, honest attempt at recon-
ciling the personal and the universal,
and for this large undertaking, she should
be applauded. He went on to praise
Hyman's works not only for their beauty,
but for the ambition of her project.
2 yearsoM, I992
StevieAceFlores.
Killed by a drunk driver
on March 23,1993, on Pacific Coast
Highway inWilmington, Calif.
If you don't stop your friend
from driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes.
FRIENDS DONTLETFRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. I





to find out how you can
start prepping during
winter break for the
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Women Win Babson Tournament; Toolan MVP
composure to win this game."
After defeating Colby in the season
continued from page 16
key. Toolan grabbed the rebound and
dribbled away the last two seconds for
the Trinity victory.
"B.J.'s our best foul shooter," said
head coachMaureen Pine after the game.
"She's very clutch. But I was disap-
pointed today. We were sluggish - al-
most comfortable."
Indeed, Trinity was very lucky to
even be in position to win the game. It
never led in thefirsthalf,andwasplagued
throughout by poor shooting and re-
bounding. Atha]ftime,Wesleyanled31-
24.
Toolan credited Pine for "getting
the team going" at halftime. "I tugged at
their pride a little," said Pine about her
halftime speech. "I told them that when
you've established yourself as a good
team, you've got a target on your backs.
I also reminded them that this was
Wesleyan."
Although the second half began as
anemic as the first, a halftime adjustment
by Pine was starting to take effect. For-
ward Sue Lally '96, who had played only
about five minutes in the first half, was
assigned to start the second. Her task
was to neutralize Palmer and her twin
sister,Angie. "Lallswasanunsunghero,"
Pine said. "She played great defense and
set some wicked picks for B.J."
When Toolan began to get open, she
simply took over the game. The co-
captain scored 20 of her game-high 23
points in the final thirteen minutes of the
game, and in one stretch scored ten con-
secutive Trinity points. For the half, she
made four three-pointers (five in the
game) and was six-for-seven from the
foul line while almost single-handedly
eliminating the Bantams' deficit.
Freshman Carolyn Canty added 13
points and eight rebounds, including a
game-tying bucket with just over a
minute to go. Classmate Sarah Martin
had nine points and nine boards. Trinity
was able to survive a combined 32 points
and 33 rebounds from the Palmer twins.
"That was the worst we've played," Pine
commented. "It took a lot of heart and
opener on November 18, Trinity trav-
eled to New Haven and narrowly de-
feated Albertus Magnus College by a 63-
58 tally. Toolan lit up the Scoreboard
with four three-pointers and 27 total
points. Canty pulled down a team-high
13 rebounds. Katherine Anderson '97
was the second leading scorer for Trinity
with seven points.
On Thanksgiving Weekend Trinity
participated in the Babson Invitational.
"We were a little nervous playing Babson
in the opener," said Toolan, "but as the
weekend went on, we saw that we were
the best team, there."
On Saturday, Trinity defeated the
host school 82-67. Guard Kara Ryczek
'96 scored a career-high 23 points, Toolan
kept pace with 21, and Canty and co-
captain Patty Sarmuk'95 chipped in with
14 and 12, respectively.
The next day was the championship
game against Tufts University. The Jum-
bos held Trinity to its lowest scoring
output of the season, but still lost 55-52.
Toolan led the way with sixteen points,
and was named the tournament's Most
Valuable Player. Susan Dinklage '97
added 14 points, and Martin had 10 to
give Pine the 100th victory of her Trinity
career. Her current record stands at 102-
60. Ryczek was named to the all-tourna-
ment team as well. "[Winning the tour-
nament] was a great team effort," said
Pine. "Kara played a great game against
Babson, and B.J. has been money all sea-
son."
Last Tuesday, the Bantams out-
classed Mt. Holyoke College by a final
count of 82-43. The rookie Canty, fresh
off of leading her team in rebounding for
the three previous games, was instead
thehigh scorerwithnineteenpoints. "B.J.
and Patty have made my adjustment [to
college] easier," said Canty. "The level
of basketball is higher, but my team-
mates have helped." Canty has helped
herself, too, according to Pine. "She's
smooth, and she doesn't make a lot of
mistakes," said the coach.
We're looking for people who
look at this glass and says
"There's gotta be other
glasses of water."
we need people capable of going
beyond half-full or half-empty
thinking. People who see subtleties.
Who are quite franWy bored By easy
answers and off-the-shelf solutions.
People who are constantly
challenging their own thinking and
are thirsty tor new ideas and
knowledge.
You'll have a degree from a top
school. Getting a job won't really be
an issue. The question is: which job?
Which industry?
You don't want to gel locked
mto one area and then discover
three to five years from now that you
don't like it. By then you've invested
too much.
Andersen Consulting oilers you
the chance to work on a variety
of projects—with clients in a wide
range of mdustnes.
We are the leader in helping
organizations apply information
technology to their business advan-
tage. Every hour of every business
day. we implement a solution to help
one of our more than 5000 clients
worldwide.
What makes that possiDle is the
quality o* our people. And the quality
of our training. We're Known tor both.
Because business and tech-
nology are ever-changing, we see
training as a continuing process.
And our S123-millton Centerfor
Professional Education in St. Charles.
Illinois, isjuslone measure of our
commitment. We train you lor a
career— not just a joo.
Are you the kind of person we're
talkingabout? The kmd of person
with an unquenchable desire for
challenge and professional growth?
If so, come talk to us. And




•>» Where we go from here?
All Majors: Please join us for an Information Session regarding
Careers in Business Integration Consulting on Thursday, January 19,1995
at 7:00 p.m. in Mather Hall - Alumni Lounge
Ryczek scored thirteen points for
Trinity, and Dinklage added twelve. For
the first time this season, Toolan was
held under double figures, as she fin-
ished with eight.
Trinity returns to action Thursday
night when they travel to Smith College.
The Bantams then conclude the fall se-
mester at home on Saturday afternoon
against Middlebury College at 1:00 PM,
"We're looking to go 8-0 into the break,"
declared Toolan. The spring semester
schedule commences with home games
against Worcester Polytechnic Institute
and Wellesley College on the 12th and
14th of January.
Muse Nets Game Winner
rtmtinuedfrnin page 16
periods,andMiddlebury dominated the
play in the second. It appeared as if the
Bantams were just overmatched by a
more talented Middlebury squad. But
two xninutx\s inly the third period, se-
nior defenseman Jordy Davis fired a
shot from the right point that beat a
screened Farion. On the same shift,
about a minute later, Muse got his first
goal of the game off a crossing pass
from Long, tying the game.
On Friday night at Kingswood,
Trinily boat Norwich *i-4. Trinity
jumped out to a quick 3-0 lead in the
first period on goals by Must1, Chris
Sheehan '%, and captain Pat Ashe '95.
[n the second, Todd Carroll scored his
fifth ami sixth goals oflhe season, while
Norwich beat gunlie Jason Pinto '%
twice to make it 5-2 in favor of Bantams
after two periods In the iliird, senior
defenseman Pat Bruno got his first tall)'
of the season lo make it 6-2 Trinity.
Norwich gotlwugoalsin the last minute,
but not brforo the Uu>Ijani[imshiid (heir
fifth win of the season.
On Ihankiigiving Weekend, Trin-
>ty tra\ eled to Lew is ton, Maine, for ihe.
Colby Tournament. The Banlanm
topped A.I.C. for the second lime this.
biMson, boating them 8-<>. The foili Iwi ng
day, Trinity won the tournament by
beating Assumption, 4-2.
The return of Carroll, Shcehan and
Eric McGranahan, '95 has provided the
offensive spark for the It-am, something
that the FSantanis definitely needed af-
ter lastyear. Carrollleadsthe Learn with
17 points. Sheehan w third with 13.
McGranahdn hds> only played in the
first two games because of a separated
shoulder, but he already has a goal and
an assist.
The g^altcnding has also burn ex-
cellent, especially in critical situations.
Against Middlpbury, senior Mike
lisposito was. brilliant, stopping 44
Middlebury shots. Ho kept Trinity in
the game ringle haiulrdly the first two
periods. rhnnightboi'oivJ'inlnstoppi'd
2T shots ag.iinsl Norwich.
'I he strength of this team lie.s in its
depth which gives the HanLams the op-
tion i'f coniroll'iig piety. They ran l>e
very physical at times, with big hitters
like Ashe, Gary Duncan '96, and
Brendan Monalian '95. They can also
play the flash} finesse style, with qual-
ity skaters like Shedhan. Cam ill, [ne
Roberto '<J8,Tim Rath '98, and ChnsKai:
Bruyere '<S7.
Ali of this adds up lo a 6-1 sLirt :ind
first place in the t'.CA.C. hast. Trinity
clones out the ^einesler with a ganir at
Connecticut College al 7:30 on Wednes-
day night. Senior center foe Yannctli
commented, "We just find a Wci\ to win.
l'n> just happy to be a part of this learn.
It's a whole new attitude
Trinity Women's Organization, The Women's Center, Trinity
College Activities Council, The President's Office, Student Gov-
ernment Association and The Office of Student Life present;
The Feminist Challenge:
Why Boy's Rules Don't Work
Come listen to Susan Estrich discuss her
experiences as a law professor at USC, a syndi-
cated columnist with USA Today and the first
woman to head a presidential campaign.
Tuesday, December 6 at 7:00 pm
Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center
For more information, call x2408.
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Men's Hoops Record Spotless; Three Make All-Classic Team
continued from page 16
made the NCAA playoffs a year ago).
"The game enabled us to see what we
had to work on and to play a good non-
conference opponent" commented tri-
captain Reh.
After a week layoff, the Bantams
entertained the Bears of the U.S. Coast
Guard Academy. The Bears came in to
the contest riding high with a 2-0 record.
However, the Bantams had other ideas.
McKelvin was on fire in the first half,
connecting for 15 points, while leading
Trinity to a 36-31 halftime advantage. In
the second half, the Bantams really started
to heat up. With a 41-35 lead three min-
utes into the second half, Trinity pro-
ceeded to go on a 38-16 run over the next
eleven minutes to increase its lead from
6 points to 28, 79-51.
In the run, Wolff hit two three-point-
ers, freshman Craig Moody scored 8
points, and McKelvin 9 points as it
seemed like the Bantams had open jump
shots every possession.
The final score was 86 - 69. Five
Bantams scored in double figures, led by
McKelvin's24 Wolff added 18,andAiken
scored 14, grabbed 13 rebounds, and even
dished out 7 assists. Moody, who shot a
perfect 5 for 5 from the field with three
three-pointers, scored 13 points and
Patrick Kinzeler '95 scored 10 points and
pulled down 6 rebounds.
In the first round of the Trinity Clas-
sic, the Bantams faced off with the Lanc-
ers of Worcester State, a NCAA playoff
team a year ago. Right from the opening
tip, this game was going to be an offen-
sive showdown. The Lancers, led by high-
scoring guard Rob Ashton, liked to play
run and gun basketball. The Bantams
showed their talents too, scoring an im-
pressive 60 points in the first half to lead
by eighteen, 60-42, at halftime. A 25-8
run in the late stages of the first half by
Trinity turned a 28-26 deficit into a 51-36
lead.
The first half belonged to Wolff, as
he was on fire scoring 26 points. With a
variety of open jump shots and driving
pullups, Wolff was "in the zone" and his
teammates continually got the ball to
him. In the second half, Wolff continued
his hot shooting and finished the night
with a impressive 47 points, on 17 for 23
shooting. Wolff's 47 points tied a college
record that was held since 1965-66byjim
Belfiore'66. Wolff also set a new college
record as he connected on nine three
point goals, breaking the old mark of six,
which was most recently held by
McKelvin. "Keith was on fire. He makes
my job easier (more assists) because he
can really shoot the lights out," explained
McKelvin.
In the second half , the Bantams again
played well in the up tempo type of
game, scoring 54 points to eventually
win the contest 114-94. Aiken once again
had a superb game, scoring 15 points and
pulling down a game-high 8 rebounds.
Aiken dunked over a Lancer player late
in the second half that brought the large
crowd to its feet for a few minutes. The
spectacular dunk ultimately put the nail
in the coffin for Worcester State.
McKelvin hit for 21 in the victory
and handed out 7 assists. Mark Lotty '96
also played a fine floor game, scoring 9
points, dishing out 7 assists, making 3
steals, and did not turn the ball over in 27
minutes of action. Reh (6 rebounds, 4
assists, and 3 blocks), Kinzeler (7 points),
and Moody (7 points) all played key
roles in the victory. With the win, the
Bantams advanced to the finals against
Penn State-Behrend, an 80-65 winner over
Westfield State.
In the championship game, the Li-
ons slowed the Bantams down in the first
half, keeping the score low in the twen-
ties. However, like in previous games,
Trinity exploded with a streak of points.
This time, the Bantam's points went un-
answered. In the last 4:51 of the first half,
the Bantams outscored the Lions 18-0 to
go into the locker room with a com-
manding 48-22 lead. In the run, McKelvin
scored 10 points and made two key steals
leading to Trinity points. Ogrodnik com-
mented about the run, "Till then, we
were playing to their style - slow, very
stubborn type of play. Then we kicked it
into gear, and the game was over."
In the second half, Kinzeler scored
the first six points and Penn State-
Behrend knew it was time to start the bus
for its eight hour trip home. With the
game well in hand, Ogrodnik was able to
get some players well deserved minutes.
DaveHava'97/ChrisCalio
/96,BillSafarik
'98, and Tim Lynch '98 all contributed to
the championship.
McKelvin led the team with game
highs of 25 points and 9 assists. Reh and
Put It Down Dane! Dane Aiken '95 slams home two of his 10 points in
the championship game of the Trinity Classic against Penn State-
Behrend. Aiken was named to the All-Classic team for his efforts on
the weekend.
WAN EMERY
Kinzeler led the team with seven re-
bounds each, while Kinzeler also con-
tributed 17 points. Wolff chipped in with
15 points and three assists. Aiken scored
10 points and pulled down six rebounds
for the champions. "These opponents
are again good for us because it gives us
some quality non-conference wins, which
will help us for NCAA playoff conten-
tion," Reh once again explained.
After four victories, the team has
definitely started out well, playing un-
selfish and confident basketball. Several
players (Aiken, McKelvin, and Wolff)
have picked up the scoring slack, but the
others (Reh , Kinzeler, Lotty, Moody,
and Gallagher) have also been getting it
done inmany different areas of the game.
This week, the Bantams will travel to
Skidmore on Tuesday and return home
to host Middlebury on Saturday, before
breaking for the Christmas holiday.
Bretoes
Stressed Out/
Relax & Order Some Food!
278-4334
NEED TO EARN EXTMMONEY?
We have babysitting positions to fit your
schedule. Car/references required $7.50/
hr. cash. Four hour minimum even if
activated time on the job is less. Fil-time
available for summer. EMN 243-2222
Brick Oven Pizza,
Pasta Dishes, Soups & Salads
Critically acclaimed as
"The best pizza in Hartford County"
Open: Mon.-Thurs. 11:30 am-10 pm
Fri. and Sat. 11:30 arn-11 pm • Sunday 5 pm-9 pm





Major Credit Cards Acctpitd
479 per person
• Roundtrip Airfare via luxury jet
• Roundtrip airport/hotel transfers
7 nights accommodations at the 4 star Cancun Plaza
on the beach
"College Tours Party Package "including discounts
and private parties at the best nightclubs and
restaurants. Save $150 with our Party Package!
College Tours has been serving students for 28 years
Other hotels available, call for details.
Funquest Vacations, Inc. is your tour operator
For more information call:
1(800) 959-4SUN
College View Cafe Scoreboard
I The Next Week in Trinity...
Tuesday 12/6









Men's Swimming BRIDGEWATER ST. 6:00
Saturday 12/10
Indoor Track at Wesleyan Invit. 11:00
Women's Hoops MIDDLEBURY 1:00
Men's Hoops MIDDLEBURY 3:00
1994 Trinity Classic
All-Tournament Team





































































OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR:
DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR:







i Greg Qauvin F
I John Judy F
Sheron Brown F
Dane Aiken F












Men's Squash Blanks Tufts
The men's squash squad opened its season
I in grand fashion, shutting out the Jumbos of
I Tufts 9-0. Every Trinity singles player won in
I straight sets. The match was the first for the men
[playing the game of Softball and the first match
I under new coach, Paul Assaiante.
Lea Wedge - Participated in the 1994 New England Women's Collegiate All-Star Soccer Game held on
I Sunday November 20 at Tufts University. The participants were members of the Division I, n, HI New
England All-Stars. Wedge was a four year letterwinner and captain of the 1994Trinitywomen's soccer team.
Sarah Stuckey - Earned All-American status after finishing in 25th place at this year's NCAA Division
HI Cross Country Championships in Bethlehem, PA. Stuckey returned to the Trinity cross country team this |
season after taking a one-year hiatus.
Craig Muse - The sophomore from Melrose, MA, scored two goals against powerhouse Middlebury,
including a spectacular overtime goal with 2:20 remaining in the game. Muse helped Trinity Hockey win
in what many consider one of the most significant Trinity victories ever.
B.J. Toolan - A senior guard outof Tarry town, NY, Toolan scored 23 points, including 20 in the second
half, in helping her team to a 67-65 victory over Wesleyan. Toolan helped erase a 15 point deficit and then
sunk two clutch free throws with. 11.6 seconds left on the clock giving the Bantams a come-from-behind win.
The previous weekend Toolan assisted Trinity in winning the championship trophy at the Babson Invita- |
tional. Toolan was selected as the tournament MVP.
Tom McDavitt & Greg Schramm - Selected to the first team ECAC/Budget Division HI New England j
Football All-Stars.
Rick Fonte, Sean Hankard, & Ryan Hankard - Selected to the second team ECAC/Budget Division DI j
New England Football All-Stars.
College Cafe
Come down to the View
Red Dog Night
This Tuesday!
$5 pitchers • $1.75 bottles
T-Shirts, Hats, Prizes
Sundays, $3.50* pitchers,
9 til closing with this ad.
KEITH WOLFF'96
Wolff, a shooting guard for the
men's basketball team, set a school
record with nine 3-point field goals,
and tied another by scoring 47 points
in Trinity's 114-94 win over .Worcester j
State during Saturday's opening
round of the Trinity Classic. He shot
17 of 23 from the field that night, and
after pouring in another 15 points in
the finals on Sunday against Perm
State-Behrend, was named
Tournament MVP.
Wolff also scored 18 points last j
Tuesday against Coast Guard, and is
averaging 28.3 points per game in
leading Trinity to a 4-0 start.
*=MH's Best.
Crtpob ports.
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Bantam Sports Finding The Zone'
Wolff ElFuego; Hockey Stuns Women's Hoops
Men's Basketball Middlebuiy; Tied Edges Wesleyan To
Wins Classic For Division Lead Remain Undefeated
BYALCARBONE
Sports Editor
Last year, the Trinity
College men's basketball
team started its season
with two losses before it
ran off a sixteen game win-
ning streak. The 1993-94
team finished with a regu-
lar season mark of 17-5,
and narrowly missed
qualifying for the NCAA
playoffs. In the preseason,
Trinity head Coach Stan
Ogrodnik stressed that a
good start would be very
important: "Last year, we
didn't get" poll consider-
ation until late January
and it may have hurt us.
We weren't expected there
before, and we didn'tplay
quality teams- until our
league games. If we get off
to a good start this year,
we will be noticed right
from the start." After four
games this season, the
Bantams are undefeated





the inaugural Trinity Clas-
sic as they defeated Perm
State-Behrend 83-65. Keith
Wolff '96 was named as
the Most Valuable Player
of the tournament and
teammates Troy McKelvin
'96 and Dane Aiken '95
were also named to the
All-Classic team for their
exemplary efforts.
Trinity started its sea-
son with an impressive
victory at home versus
Upsala College of New
Jersey before Thanksgiv-
ing. In the 101-88 victory,
Wolff scored a game-high
30 points, including a per-
fect 12 for 12 performance
from the free throw line.
McKelvin added 22 points
and 11 assists, while Aiken
chipped in with 21 points
and 11 rebounds. Senior
forward Chris Reh (6
points, 8 rebounds, 2
blocked shots) and fresh-
men Jason Webster (5 re-
bounds) and Brendon
Gallagher (7 points, 4
boards) also all played
well.
Trinity jumped out to
an early 15 point lead on
the basis of a 13-0 run early
in the game. As a team,
the Bantams shot well
(56% from the field) and
adjusted to the up tempo,
pressing style that Upsala
used. The win was impor-
tant because it gave the
team a big boost to the
season and it came over a
quality team (Upsala
please turn to page 14
ALICE YAMADA
The puck stops here! Goaltender Mike "Espo"
Esposito '95 had a big game in the 3-2 overtime
victory over Middlebury, making 44 saves.
BY DONNY GOWAN HI Farion moving, then slid
Senior tri-captain Chris Reh (25) takes the mMi *****




is one of the greatest
things in sports. It's sud-
den death, and a team can




Middlebury was trying to
clear the puck from its
zone in the game against
Trinity. Somehow,
sophomore left winger
Terry Long got control of
the puck for the Bantams
inside the Middlebury
zone, spun around, and
saw a wide open Craig
Muse '97 right in front of
the net. Long made a per-
fect pass to Muse from the
right point. As Muse re-
ceived the puck, his back
was facing Middlebury
goaltender Chris Farion.
Farion yelled, "He's all




sively for Middlebury, as
there was no one within
ten feet of Muse. "I
couldn't believe I was that
open. I spun around and
hadplentyoftirnetomake
a move. I faked left, got
it five hole. The next thing
I knew, the whole team
was on top of me in front
of their net. It all hap-
pened so fast."
What Long, Muse
and the rest of the Ban-
tam hockey team had
done 2:21 into overtime
was pull off the biggest
win for Trinity hockey in
at least four years, thebig-
gest since moving up to
theE.C. A.C East Division.
It moved Trinity's record
to 6-1, and tied them for
first place in the league
withBabson. Middlebury
came into the game at 4-0,
cruising to easy victories
against other top teams




had won all their previ-
ous games by at least three
goals and were consid-
ered the best team in the
league.
Going into the third
period, Trinity was down
2-0 on second period
goals by Marc Belliveau
and Mike Anastasio of
Middlebury. Trinity had
gotten few scoring
chances in the first two
please turn to page 13
BY MARK MENTONE
Sports Writer
While it is highly
doubtful that anyone on
the women's basketball
team knows Los Angeles
Raider owner Al Davis, the
group has certainly lived
by his motto, "Just win>
baby." In fact, to this point
in its season, there isn't
anything it hasn't won.
The Bantams are 6-0.
The six-game win-
ning streak was capped
Saturday afternoon with a
67-65 victory over arch-
rival Wesleyan University
at Trinity's Ray Oosting
Gymnasium. Senior co-
captain B.J. Toolan '95, af-
ter regrouping from a con-
troversial call, sunk two
free-throws with just 11.6
seconds remaining to pro-
vide the margin of victory.
It was the second
straight Trinity-Wesleyan
game at Oosting which the
Bantams won on late-
game free throws. Last
year it was co-captain Kate
Armstrong '94 who pro-
vided the heroics.
On Saturday, with
under 30 seconds to go in
regulation and the score
tied at 65, the Cardinals
dribbled into the
frontcourt with a chance
to win the game. But
Toolan was waiting, and
recorded her sixth steal of
the game by stripping the
Wesleyan guard. Toolan
raced upcourt and was
fouled as she hit an off-
balance 15 foot shot. The
crowd went crazy.
After a few moments,
however, the official un-
der the basket waved off
the basket, claiming
Toolan had been fouled
on the floor, before the shot
attempt. The Bantams,
instead of being up two
points and going for three,
were faced with a one-
and-one foul shooting
situation. "I thought it was
good," Toolan would later
say about her waved-off
bucket. "But I told myself
I would just have to step
up and hit the foul shots."
Toolan did just that.
Wesleyan proceeded
to dribble past mid-court
and called a timeout with
5.6 seconds remaining.
"At that point, we were
thinking 'no fouls/ and we
definitely did not want to
give up a three," said
Toolan. But neither hap-
pened, as Cardinal co-cap-
tain Allison Palmer was
short on a jumper from
just inside the top of the
please turn to page 13
AUCE YAMADA
Senior co-captain B.J. Toolan, who hit two free
throws with 11.6 seconds to put Trinity ahead 67-
65, had a solid game: 23 points, 6 steals, zero
turnovers.
